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Inishowen Groundbreaking Agreement on Water Meters
John Gildea (left) MBC Builders shaking hands with James Quigley (right) Inishowen group An 
agreement between MBC Builders (Gildea), Ballybofey and Inishowen...
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 Dermot Quigley and 12 others like this.



 Sinéad Stewart Saw that alright Jason.

· Like · 1


 Mary McGinley Gerry not good new. People who don't have a sign up it dose not mean to 

say they want a meter installed either.
· Edited · Like · 2


 Andrea Brown Interesting!

· Like · 1


 Annmarie Patton This is not good news!! This is bloody shame that we fought so hard to 

stop meter installation for others to undo the work,I just don't understand this, and some in 
this photo said they're here to stand with the people well this in my opinion is going against 
the people!!
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 Siobhan Walsh Same agreement in Cashel between contractors & residents but you wouldn't

believe how many people wanted a meter in it was sickening..
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 Andrea Brown Siobhan Walsh Why did they want a meter in?
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 Owen Curran How many ordinary householders were party to this agreement , ? a few 

people cant make an agreement with a contractor for the whole of Inishowen or the rest of 
the county, there were very few people who thought an agreement was a good idea , even 
amongst the activists on facebook here. There should at least been public meetings called 
and the issue discussed beforehand with as many occupiers as possible , people have a right 
to have a say in the issues that effect their lives, thats what we are supposed to be fighting 
FOR

· Like · 12


 Pauline McLaughlin they have a meter in at mine and I had a sign up so can they come and 

take it out again
· Like · 6


 Jason Patterson Apparently Elisabeth Arnett is getting a survey done for James.
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 Kathleen Caruana I was a member of this group at one time, when this was talked about I 

made it clear that I would not be having any thing to do with any such meeting or 
agreement. This group have never in my opinion taken democratic decision s.

· Like · 7


 Charlie Giblin Bollocks to this agreement, the only group that speaks on my behalf is 

Inishowen Against Water Charges.
· Edited · Like · 10


 Annmarie Patton When they roll into Inishown which will probably be sooner rather than 

later now all groups must work hard to get residents that's available to get out of their 
houses, if it's an estate and most houses reject meters block them at the entrance, thanks 
James quigley you've sparked us up again
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 Sinéad Stewart This has just doubled or even trebled the work load in my opinion.
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 Kathleen Caruana Well you are probably right Annemarie but no matter what agreement 

they have with this group I can assure you that we will be there to greet them and James and 
his group are not representative of the people of buncrana or inishowen.
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 Andrea Brown Doublind or threbling your workload might have been the intention. Very 

suprised IRSP went along with this. That I did not expect.
· Like · 5


 Paul Gallagher This group does not speak for me i may have a pre installed meter box out 

side my rented property but i dont want a water meter these people in no way speak for me i 
can speak for myself
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 Annmarie Patton Fill up your casing with fine stones or expanding foam just put pipe over 

the valve
· Like · 3


 Eibhlin Ni Chuinneagain It looks to me like there ain't no agreement. Sinéad Stewart on 

behalf of your own groups I would contact Gildea and let him know! Might be polite smile 
emoticon
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 Jason Patterson http://www.petitionbuzz.com/.../buncrana-together-retract...

Buncrana Together Retract Your Agreement With Meter Installers
To Stop The Commencement Of Water Meter...
petitionbuzz.com
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 Andrea Brown Be very polite and inform him that his services are no longer required in 
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Donegal.
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 Paul Gallagher Signed Jason

· Like · 1


 Andrea Brown I would suggest something along the lines of the following letter.

To,...See More
· Like · 2


 Anne Roulston This group doesent speak for us either i think the best thing is just to 

disassociate ourselfs with them
· Like · 5


 Jason Patterson It's not this group Anne Roulston it's Buncrana Together

· Like · 4


 Anne Roulston I know Jason I'm multitasking here

· Like · 2


 Jason Patterson The last envelope came for the car tax will come in handy with harp on it.

· Like · 2


 Jason Patterson Same here on 3 pages at one time

· Like · 3


 Anne Roulston Just left it , buncrana together page Jason Patterson so if they do retract their 

agreement someone let me know I'll consider joining again or not
· Like · 5


 Annmarie Patton I've never joined them never will now

· Like · 3
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 Kevin McLaughlin drive the wedge, divide & conquer

· Like · 3


 Jason Patterson 

· Like · 4


 Kevin McLaughlin focusing on the election is everything….we need to wriggle outa the grip

of fg/ff/lab and get a sf/Ind coalition govt to replace …. only then will the IW fiasco be 
behind us, thats whats important, all this is just distracting focus and depleting energy… 
exactly what it was intended to do, don't fall for it!...

· Like · 2


 Chris Notpayingwatercharges Turner That's bollocks Who the fuck gave them permission to 

make such agreements on behalf of all residents it was in the news today people working in 
hospitals were getting backhanders and holidays by drugs companies and medical suppliers 
i'm not saying that's what happened here but I would be a bit suspicious

· Like · 2


 Paul Gallagher Will sf go with a coalition kevin?

· Like · 1


 Joanne Whoriskey Cannot open the link!!!!! What has been agreed! Under a rock for a few 

days!
· Like · 1


 Paul Gallagher They have agreed with gildea the sub contractors to fit meters to any house 

with no sign up
· Like · 1
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 Joanne Whoriskey Just got the link opened had a read! Unbelievable! No to water metres 

signs up or no signs up! I left the group not in my name!
· Like · 3


 Chris Notpayingwatercharges Turner Joanne whoriskey Here is a screenshot of the story

· Like · 1


 Maggie Mc Clure It is a sad day, maybe they will retract it??

· Like


 Anne Roulston They had better Maggie Mc Clure they don't speak for any of us

· Like


 Kevin McLaughlin @ Paul…. if they want to sit in government, they will have to!….. but 

will any such coalition be able to take on a fg/ff hook-up?
· Edited · Like · 1


 Frances Monaghan Are they nuts ??!!

· Like · 2


 Denis Kelly Since when did NOT having a notice up mean you have 'opted in' to meter 

installation? Who decided this ? What law is this? What checkbox got ticked ? 

How about MBC stick in meters ONLY IN HOUSES that have notices up declaring 'I want a
meter'. I wonder how many they'd get installed ?
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By giving MBC any sort of 'recognition', then you basically give them a mandate and 
acceptance. They DO NOT LOOK AT FRONT DOORS/WINDOWS to see if there's a 'wee 
sign' or not.

They are making plenty €€€ off our backs already . They know they can't come into 
Buncrana because Donegal County Council has yet to take over from the abolished Town 
Council, so we won't be seeing them in our estates any time soon (correct me if I'm wrong). 
As for the rest of Inishowen stick to IAWC !

· Edited · Like · 5


 Paul Gallagher I believe if you let Gildea start at all all houses will recieve a meter heard a 

few stories about letterkenny and Gildeas workers no respect for anyone
· Like · 2


 Paul Gallagher Kevin i believe that some people in this country will vote for this 

government to return to power that is where the danger is another there are going to be a lot 
of choices come election time this will split the vote wide open what is it 2 new parties and 
more to come

· Like · 3


 Allan Loftus shocked to see this i didnt see any vote on this these people dont speak for the 

whole of inishowen especially letting this shower of cowboys in after the hassle they caused 
in l kenny

· Edited · Like · 3


 Edward McLaughlin So instead of getting people who don't want a meter to put up the signs 

we are blasting groups that are fighting the same cause. If your opposed to Irish water then 
you would have the signs up. Question why is Inishowen against water charges 
against ...See More

· Like


 Allan Loftus the thing is edward more than one group put a lot of hard work into the fight 

against irish water why was it not put to a vote instead of one group making the decision to 
let them come into inishowen

· Like · 4


 Sinéad Stewart I don't see any blasting Edward. There are legitimate questions being raised 

here. Why was this done in such a cloak & dagger manner? How can this 'agreement' be 
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done on behalf of the whole of Inishowen without first consulting the people of Inishowen? 
This movement for me is about empowering everyone, every single person. Surely it's up to 
them to decide no?
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 Andrea Brown Edward McLaughlin Would you please tell me where James Quigley of 

Buncrana Together got the mandate to speak for the people of Muff, Redcastle, Moville, 
Greencastle, Gleneely, Carndonagh, Culdaff, Malin, Ballylifin, Buncrana, Bridgend, Burt, 
Fahan, Inch, Newtowncunningham, St. Johnston, Carrigans and Killea, because it is news to
everyone. Gildea made an agreement with the people in that picture and no one else in 
Inishowen. There was no vote. Anyone supporting this deal is making a mockery of 
democracy and everyone in the Inishowen region.

· Like · 5


 Edward McLaughlin Allan surely it's not about which group is in the limelight for 15 

minutes of fame. That's the problem of groups they all want to lead and take all the credit 
but the thing is standing as one is more powerful. As for voted on unless a vote was taking 
and everyone in inishowen took part then the people of inishowen would decide, but what 
really would happen is a public meeting called and the few attended would make the choice 
for everyone. I can't see how a vote could be taken by everyone in inishowen.

· Like


 Sinéad Stewart I don't see why there was no attempt at it at least. At least do your utmost to 

get as much if a consensus surely? It's not for one small group of people to decide. What's 
empowering about the way it has been gone about Edward? Where's the attempt at least at 
achieving a democratic decision?

· Edited · Like · 2


 Allan Loftus your right edward so why did buncrana together take the decision to do this on 

theyr own maybe they wanted as you call it theyre 15 minutes of fame.if a meeting was 
called for a vote you would have had all other groups reps there to vote for theyre members 
and make the decision together
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 Denis Kelly I met a Greek guy last week....I decided on behalf of my fellow Europeans that 

his country now has no debt. 

Forgot to get a pic though wink emoticon
· Like · 5
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 Sinéad Stewart lol

· Like · 1


 Thomas de Bhal See the silver lining. It's an agreement that can be exploited to hamper 

meter installation. Community is about more than geography - in this case, a community has
by their own definition expressed itself successfully in terms of protest. 
It's an agreement, or process that you can choose to subscribe to, or choose to ignore. Unless
the different groups learn to concentrate on the common ground shared by all in protest, this 
is just another stone to throw at the wrong people on the right side of one very clear line in 
the sand. 
We're all heading the same way - how people make that journey is their own business.
We should be leaping over obstacles together, not finding them to throw at each other.
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 Sinéad Stewart Well some of that's true too. We are a community united by protesting this 

issue now. I suppose people are just very disappointed that a slightly more inclusive method 
wasn't adopted.
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 Thomas de Bhal It's perfectly inclusive for the community that agreed it.

· Like


 Sinéad Stewart All 10 of them?

· Like · 6


 Allan Loftus so that makes it exclusive thomas

· Edited · Like · 2


 Thomas de Bhal That would depend on which bubble you're sitting in Allan. While we're all 

concentrating on water the state continues to rape the nation. Like I said above, this is an 
example of a community expressing itself politically and in its own terms. One of the great 
strengths of the protest movement is free association - we can support and show solidarity, 
we can be political without being affiliated, we can question and criticise and we can ignore.

I've lost my train of thought now Allan. 
It's Sunday. 
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The football's on...
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 Kevin McLaughlin drive the wedge, divide & conquer…. this is whats happening here, are 

we going to fall for it?…. surely we have bigger fish to fry than each other? …. age old 
tactic, keep the sheep fighting amongst themselves - its just so easy with the irish psyche .....
were far to tribal, FG are on 25% in the polls and FF on 18%. why would people vote for 
either of those treacherous parties ?….. quet fighting amongst ourselves and unite against 
them!

· Edited · Like · 2


 Annmarie Patton Gildea also made an agreement with us, even to the extent he told us what 

estate he was going to next so we could go ahead and do our door knock with signs.that 
lasted a week as most houses took signs and gildea said because of so many refusing meters 
he would have to press ahead regardless of signs because irish water is putting pressure on 
to do a certain % in every estate, so now the question, this group has set it up for their return
to work so is James and Co going to stand out with the contractor and over see each 
estate/area that he does not touch houses with signs? The responsibility is on him, and don't 
say gildea agreed to bypass these houses we've heard it all before! Work had stopped there 
was no need for a secret meeting
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 Thomas de Bhal Why was metering stopped in the first place?

· Like


 Annmarie Patton Gildea said on radio they stopped because there was so much resistance 

they were getting very little done so was costing then to be out, so what has changed? the 
resistance is still there
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 Valerie Mc Nulty My goodness, reading all these comments is beyond me. Look at the 

bickering and negativity breeding here.... it'll get us nowhere! 
If any of you actually think Irish Water had stopped in Donegal you're very much mistaken! 
I thought that we were encouraging people to put up signs to say if they didn't want a meter 
put in? ..and then we were wanting IW to abide by that..? Then what is the problem.. Take 
this as a positive that maybe the complacent people expecting protestors to always be there, 
it'll be an extra chance to reach those and have them educated to stand up, put up their 
posters, resist privatisation and more importantly... join us in protesting and stand strong 
with us. 
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We need more people on board. We are the converted, and always the same people I meet at 
every protest. In any campaign people burn out so the more the merrier... it's a long road 
people. 
This agreement might not be worth the paper it's written on but at least it's something to 
keep him accountable. If he's at his antics again then there's an agreement to show the 
guards.. it's not much but I don't see it as a negative step just because we weren't all 
consulted to have our name on it too... come on... who gives a fiddlers crap. 
Let's continue our work, if meters are put in they can be taken out and let's use this to 
encourage and educate people the importance of the boycott.

· Edited · Like · 3


 Thomas de Bhal Well said Valerie Mc Nulty, well said, well said, well said.
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 Valerie Mc Nulty Can I just add, stop this shite of petitions and let's write a statement for the

media.. 
In any campaign egos get involved, personal disagreements occur.... put them aside and the 
main goal still remains. 
Once the government and undecided people see groups falling out... they've won. 
The only statement that people should be reading from us is this - we are against Irish Water,
meters, privatisation and we are boycotting all these charges.
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 Allan Loftus valerie to stop all this bickering buncrana together must go back to gildea and 

retract the offer and put it to the other groups in inishowen who will make the decision 
wether to vote for or against the deal if the desicion goes for the deal at least everyone has 
had theyre say and not not decided by one group
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 Valerie Mc Nulty What a very egotistical thing to say Allan Loftus
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 Allan Loftus it is not valerie its fact but the people who took it on themselves to speak for 

me and everybody else in inishowen must be very egotistical.
· Like · 1


 Valerie Mc Nulty Why what difference were you doing than the rest of the protestors? I 

think educating people, getting them to put up posters, resisting installments and 
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encouraging the boycott is what everybody is doing?! 
Read my previous comments then you'll understand.
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 Thomas de Bhal Telling people that a sign will save them what will eventually be hundreds 

of euros a year is a much easier sell on the doorstep than asking them to stand on a stopcock,
or to come for a lovely walk. 
And if Gildeas go back on their word, and if GMC Sierra get to metre the houses with signs,
then Gildeas and GMC Sierra will only ever be helping us to add numbers to the protests; to 
encourage resistance at community level.
Best of all, if it starts to get a little bit nasty, it can't be our fault, it'll have to be theirs. 
Politically, you are all in a perfect position to respond to further imposition in whatever way 
you all see fit - individually and collectively.
There's no real need for a reaction.
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 Annmarie Patton Thomas de Bhal i understand what your saying I'm just finding it hard to 

see what this agreement achieves, we will still be on the street with gildea and that was his 
big problem having protesters follow him from estate to estate because we got more people 
to resist that way rather than just telling them in advance to put up a sign, doing door knocks
while they arrive in their estate/area is how we've done it to date and it's worked so nothing 
will change regarding that method of protest
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 Thomas de Bhal Nor should it Annmarie. All protest is valid. The agreement is just another 

example, and from a different perspective. Like I said above, short of subscribing to it or 
not, or deciding to exploit it, or not, there isn't really all that much left to say. We, all of us 
together, have a mountain to climb. This here is only a molehill, and one of our own making 
to boot.
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Kathleen Caruana Thomas, may I ask you something, who in this community or for that matter 
James group had prior knowledge of his dealings with glides? I can assure you that this isn't the first
time that meeting s have taken place without members knowledge or input. I could say more but 
hopefully at another time and place.
· Like · 2
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